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Abstract
The goal of this study is to determine the willingness for participation and opinions of the high school students
who learn German as a foreign language in the context of the student-centered activities carried out within the
scope of a student-centered teaching approach lasting four weeks. The sample of the study consists of 20 students
who continue their 11th grade education in a secondary school in Çankaya, Ankara in the spring term of the 20192020 academic year. The research was conducted with a mixed research method. As data collection tools, a
questionnaire was used to determine the effect of student-centered activities on students' active willingness for
course participation and a course evaluation form was used to determine students' opinions and views on the
applied activities. Descriptive statistics were used in the analysis of quantitative data obtained from the
questionnaire and course evaluation forms, and inductive content analysis was utilized in the analysis of qualitative
data. As a consequence of the evaluation, it has been detected that student-centered activities, in which visual
materials and creative work styles are used, contribute to the increase of the students' willingness to participate.
Furthermore, it has been observed that these students shared the view that such activities were effective and useful
for foreign language learning processes.
© 2020 JLLS and the Authors - Published by JLLS.
Keywords: foreign language teaching; German as a foreign language; student-centered teaching; student-centered
activities; active participation in class

1. Introduction
In Turkey the importance of foreign language and foreign language education gradually increases
day by day. Based on this understanding of education, the Ministry of National Education declared the
2023 Education Vision Document in order to overcome the shortcomings of the Turkish education
system and to achieve a modern structure. This document demonstrates that the improvement and
development of foreign language education are among the main targets of the Ministry of Education.
Various goals were set in this document in order to realize the concrete steps which are planned to be
taken in today's foreign language education. Within the scope of the first goal, it is emphasized that
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foreign language education should be carried out with a student-centered approach and using methods
appropriate to the cognitive levels of the students (MEB, 2018, p. 65). Nevertheless, when foreign
language teaching is examined within the scope of this goal, it can be observed that traditional language
teaching habits have been applied on for a long time and the insufficiency of the methods, activities and
material or mistakes caused by them prevent the students from being reached effectively (Can & Can,
2014; Demirpolat, 2015; Güçlü & Şahan, 2019; İşigüzel & Kırmızı, 2013; Işık, 2009; Kırmızı, 2009;
Küçüktepe, Eminoğlu Küçüktepe & Baykın, 2014; Schröder, 2007). However, in contemporary foreign
language education, with the acceptance that language learning is the process of constructing
knowledge, making new meanings and not receiving the information presented, the view that teaching
is conveying information has been abandoned (Açıkgöz, 2003, p. 57). Based on the principle of "learning
by doing" (Kast, 1994) that is adopted as a result of the contributions of cognitive psychology to
language education, it is known that student-centered foreign language course models, in which students
can increase their performance by using their basic language skills, positively affect the learning process.
For this reason, empirical language education researches based on academia and high school education
cooperation for student-centered teaching practices and activities are of great importance (Ünal, 2005,
p. 211).
Given this need, in this study, within the scope of application of German courses at the high school
level in Turkey, it is attempted to determine how student-centered activities based on a fairy-tale text
affect students' willingness for participation together with its reasons and suggestions for more effective
teaching of German have been presented in line with the findings of the study.

1.1. Literature review
Student-centered methods and activities form a new paradigm in today's foreign language education.
The traditional education approach and its applications such as not being able to provide permanent and
participatory learning sufficiently, making the educational environments extremely static and formal,
making the student passive, being based on memorization and predominantly on only lecturing, had an
impact on the development of the student-centered education approach (Özpalat, 2013, p.8). The
student-centered teaching approach, which is developed based on the constructivist learning theory,
depends upon the student's being active in the learning process as opposed to the teacher-centered
traditional foreign language education approach in which students are passive listeners (PortmanTselikas, 2010, p. 1167; Ünal, 2010, p. 63). It is essential to make use of various activities aiming at the
active participation of students at the highest level in student-centered teaching models. These activities
can also be termed as student-centered, product-oriented or action-oriented activities in the literature
(Riemer, 2010, p.1154; Wicke, 2017, p. 5). Portman-Tselikas (2010, p. 1168) emphasizes that such
activities are decisive for the effective and efficient implementation of the foreign language course and
summarizes the five fundamental characteristics that such activities should have: Activities used in
student-centered foreign language teaching a) should be compatible or integrable with the subjects and
objectives of the foreign language curriculum that is applied; b) should provide an action and productoriented learning environment that offers students the goals that they can achieve; c) should allow
students to organize and to direct their study processes within the framework of the instructions given;
d) should include activities in which students concentrate on a subject using the foreign language
intended to be learned and activities which provide communication opportunities or lead to
communication in the foreign language in the classroom; e) should create interesting and remarkable
learning moments aimed at the receptive or productive use of the foreign language in line with the
objectives of the course.
When the studies about the participation of students in the activities offered within the scope of the
student-centered courses are examined, it is observed that participation and motivation topics are
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intertwined and the active participation of the students in the learning process is significantly and
positively associated with academic success, interest levels, attitudes and self-efficacy beliefs (Açıkgöz,
2003; Çanlıoğlu, 2014; Fink, 2003; Dockhorn, 2008; Duman & Eren, 2014; İnci, 2019; Reeve & Tseng,
2011; Schmidt, 2003; Üstün, 2016; Türk, 2012; Wicke, 2017). Reschly and Christenson (2006) define
the willingness to participate as the link between activity and person, and motivation as energy in
behavior. Gardner (1985, p. 50) describes participation willingness as "a goal, effortful behavior, a desire
to attain the goal and favorable attitudes toward the activity in question". Therefore, the presence or
absence of students' willingness for participate in an activity, in other words, the degree of their
willingness to participate, also expresses their motivation level for participation in the course (Aypay &
Eryılmaz, 2011, p. 27).
The educators who adopt the student-centered education approach emphasize that in the development
of language skills of foreign language learners, especially short lyrical and epic literary texts (such as
fairy tales, short stories, poems, fables and song texts) should be utilized (Ehlers, 2010; Krauß, 2004;
Hofmann, 2004; Ünal, 2018; Wicke, 2014). In this sense, the arguments of educators who favor
benefiting from use of literature in foreign language education generally focus on the following lines:
The fact that literature has a dialogue with the reader, thanks to the effect it has on the human with its
fictionalism and unique structure, prepares the ground for the natural communication environment that
the foreign language courses aim to achieve (Ünal, 2005, p. 204). Accordingly, educators have worked
intensively on student-centered course models in which foreign language students can use and improve
all language skills and they developed a three-stage teaching model (Caspari, 1997, p. 44; Nünning &
Surkamp, 2006, p. 77; Ünal, 2010, p. 64; Wicke, 2014, p. 5; Yılmaz & Dilidüzgün, 2019, p. 225). The
teaching model applied in order to activate the student in a foreign language course with literary texts
was designed as three stages as pre-text, during text and post-text activities. The objectives of the three
stages of the teaching model in question can be summarized as follows:
1. Stage - The objectives of student-centered activities before reading the text are:
- Enabling students to get acquainted with the subject to be covered by engaging their prior
knowledge and arousing their curiosity;
- Activating related words and phrases;
2. Stage - The objectives of student-centered activities during the reading of the text are:
- Making students comprehend the text in a playful and enjoyable environment;
- Making students realize how language is used in communication;
3. Stage – The objectives of student-centered activities after reading the text are:
- Enabling students to realize creative speech and writing styles in a foreign language
through their own works.
1.2. Research questions
The aim of this study is to determine the willingness of the students for the student-centered activities
of the student-centered teaching model applied in the German courses at an Anatolian high school in
Çankaya, Ankara, together with the reasons why students want to participate in the course. For this
purpose, answers were sought for the following sub-problems:
1. What is the students' willingness to perform student-centered activities implemented in German
lessons?
2. What are the views of students regarding their willingness to participate in student-centered
activities implemented in German lessons?
3. What are the opinions of the students in general regarding the teaching of German lessons
through student-centered activities?

.
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2. Method
In this study, where a mixed pattern was applied, quantitative data were obtained through student
questionnaires and qualitative data were obtained through semi-structured course evaluation forms
consisting of open-ended questions. The mixed research method adopted is defined as a research
approach that integrates the two data sets and draws conclusions by using the advantages of integrating
these two data sets in order to better understand the research problem and to examine the effect of
student-centered activities on their willingness to participate in the course (Knorr & Schramm, 2016, p.
92).
Within the scope of the study, the “Frog Prince” (“Froschkönig” in German) fairy tale text of the
Brothers Grimm was selected and 15 student-centered activities were developed based on the threestage literature teaching model used in student-centered foreign language teaching. Student-centered
activities developed according to the stages of the model in question are shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Student-centered activities implemented within the scope of the study.
Teaching phase
Before reading

During reading

Name of the activity

Content of the activity

1. Puzzle

Students work in pairs on puzzles consisting of images
of fairy tales to be taught.

2. Matching Concepts

Students match the pictures hanging on the board and
the cards containing the key concepts.

3. Analyzing the Title

Students produce ideas about the fairy tale title hanging
on the board.

4. Listening (I)

Students try to understand the subject of the tale in
general by listening to the beginning of the tale,

5. Listening (II)

Students try to find answers to the questions "Who?",
"Where?", "When?", "What is going on?" by listening
to the beginning of the tale again.

6. Listening (III)

Students listen to the entire tale and number the pictures
on the handouts in order.

7. Image-Text Matching

Students match the parts of the text with the pictures
hanging on the board in the correct order.

8. Defining Words

The students read the word descriptions on the handout
and write down the word described.

9. Finding a Title

Students try to find a title for the visuals of the fairy tale
on the handout.

10. Making fairy
characters speak

tale

Students write short dialogues for the fairy-tale
character in the pictures on the handout.

11. Thought Balloons

Students match the thought balloons that are mixed up
on the board with the fairy tale characters they belong
to.

12. Crossword

Students solve a crossword puzzle asking questions
about the fairy-tale.
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After reading

13. Role Playing

Students play role by reading role cards of fairy-tale
characters and using role masks.

14. Writing a Poem

Students write a poem using fairy-tale words and
expressions.

15. Poetry Collage

The students prepare the collages of the poems they
created before with the colored pictures, fairy tale text,
colored pencils and cardboards given.

The activities developed and the scales to be used in this context were applied to the 11th grade
students of a secondary school in Çankaya, Ankara. Through a questionnaire, the students were asked
to express their desire to perform the activities that were implemented in the relevant week after the
course applications. In order to support the quantitative data obtained within the scope of the study with
qualitative data and to reach the students' opinions which are not covered by the questionnaire, the
students who completed the questionnaire were asked to fill out a course evaluation form in order for
them to interpret their participation willingness they stated within the scope of the questionnaire
application.
2.1. Participants
The research sample selected by random method among the students who continue their 11th grade
education and learn German as a second foreign language in a secondary school in Çankaya, Ankara in
the spring term of the 2019-2020 academic year consists of 80% (n = 16) female and 20% (n = 4) male
students. The average age of the students participating in the study is between 17-18 years old. The
course practices applied were carried out within the scope of German lessons for four weeks and two
hours a week with the participation of the students in the sample mentioned above.
2.

Participation rates, gender and age information of students forming the sample are presented in Table
Table 2. Demographic Information of the Participants.
Course Application

Variable
Gender

1. Course Application
Age

Gender
2. Course Application
Age

Gender
3. Course Application
Age

Female
Male
Total
17
18
Total
Female
Male
Total
17
18
Total
Female
Male
Total
17
18

N

%

16
4
20
19
1
20
13
2
15
14
1
15
12
3
15
14
1

80
20
100
95
5
100
86,67
13,33
100
93,33
6,67
100
80
20
100
93,33
6,67

.
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Gender
4. Course Application
Age

Total
Female
Male
Total
17
18
Total

15
8
3
11
10
1
11

1463

100
72,73
27,27
100
93,33
6,67
100

As seen in Table 2, 20 students participated in the first course application, 16 of whom were female
and 4 were male. 15 students belonging to the sample of 20 participated in the second course application,
13 of whom were female and 2 were male15 students participated in the third course application, 12 of
whom were female and 3 were male. A total of 11 students participated in the fourth course application,
8 of whom were female and 3 were male.
2.2. Instrument(s)
In the study, a questionnaire was used to determine the effect of the student-centered activities on
the students' participation willingness and a course evaluation form was used to determine the opinions
and views of the students about the applied activities. The Questionnaire and Evaluation Form were
developed by the researcher with the support of a faculty member specialized in research methods in
foreign language education.
The questionnaire, which aims to identify the high school students' wishes to fulfill 15 studentcentered activities implemented within the German lesson, has been prepared in two parts. In the first
part of the questionnaire, information is provided to obtain data on students' socio-demographic
characteristics (i.e. age, gender, class and section). The second part of the questionnaire consists of 15
items with a seven-point Likert-type answer scale. After reading the statement describing the activity
applied within the scope of the course, the students were asked to mark the most appropriate one in
answer categories ranging from “none” to “very high”. In the scoring of the items, "none" gets 1 and
"very high" gets 7 points; the high score indicates that the willingness to fulfill that activity is higher. In
addition, after marking the request for participation, the students were asked to explain the reason for
the marking in one or two sentences. In addition, students who completed the questionnaire were asked
to fill out a semi-structured course evaluation form consisting of open-ended questions. The course
evaluation form includes 8 open-ended questions (e.g. "What did I do in the course this week?"; "What
did I learn in the course this week?"; "What advice do I have for this week's course?"). The average time
for students to complete the questionnaire and course evaluation form was 20 minutes.
2.3. Data collection and analysis
The student-centered activities developed within the scope of the study were implemented by a
faculty member for a total of eight hours for four weeks and two hours a week, on students attending
11th grade education of a secondary school in Çankaya, Ankara. After the mentioned course applications
were carried out, the students were asked to state their willingness to perform the activities implemented
in the relevant week through a questionnaire and to express their thoughts and opinions about each
activity and education by completing a course evaluation form. The questionnaires and course evaluation
forms filled by the students were transferred to Microsoft Word and Excel programs as raw data without
any elimination in order to perform computer-aided data analysis. MAXQDA-data analysis software
(Version 20.0.7) was used for the analysis of qualitative data obtained from the course evaluation forms,
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and MAXQDA Stats-statistics module belonging to the MAXQDA-data analysis software was used for
the analysis of quantitative data obtained from surveys and text studies.
Quantitative data obtained from the questionnaires applied to determine the effect of student-centered
activities on students' willingness to participate were analyzed with MAXQDA Stats - Statistics Program
and arithmetic means and standard deviations of the data were calculated. In addition, Cronbach's alpha
reliability coefficient of the scale was found to calculate the reliability of the survey used and this
coefficient was interpreted according to the classification made by Baş (2005). Cronbach’s alpha
reliability coefficient of the scale used was found 0.73. This reliability coefficient showed that the scale
used was quite reliable.
Inductive content analysis format was used to analyze the raw data in the course evaluation forms,
and thematic codings were classified into certain categories and sub-categories. With the coding made,
it was aimed to “reveal the underlying concepts of the data and the relationships between these concepts”
(Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005, p. 227). In this context, four analysis stages (coding data, finding themes,
editing codes and themes, and identifying and interpreting the findings) were applied in the processing
of qualitative research data (Burwitz-Melzer & Steiniger, 2016, p. 259; Güler, Halıcıoğlu & Taşgın,
2015, p. 331; Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005, p. 228). Themes and sub-themes, selected and organized within
the scope of the research, are presented in the conclusion section, with specific inferences that reflect
frequency numbers and their meaning in the most appropriate way.

3. Results
The results obtained from the scales used to determine the willingness for participation and opinions
of the high school students who learn German as a foreign language in context of the student-centered
activities are presented below.

3.1. Students' Willingness to Perform Student-Centered Activities
As a result of the statistical analysis of the data obtained from the student surveys in the study, the
findings reflecting the students' willingness to perform student-centered activities are presented in Table
3.
Table 3. Willingness to Perform Student-Centered Activities

N.

Activities

1
2

Making fairy tale characters
speak
Poetry collage

3

Matching Concepts

4
5

Matching parts of text with
images
Puzzle

6

Finding a Title

N
15
11
17
15
18
15

f
/
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f

Likert
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
5,56
-

1
6,67
1
5,88
1
6,67
2
11,11
1

2
13,33
1
6,67
3

2
18,18
3
17,65
2
13,33
1
5,56
1

3
20,00
3
27,27
5
29,41
5
33,33
4
22,22
2

1
6,67
4
36,36
3
17,65
1
6,67
7
38,89
5

8
53,33
2
18,18
5
29,41
5
33,33
3
16,67
3

M

SD

5,67 1,70
5,55 0,98
5,41 1,37
5,27 1,52
5,11 1,72
5,07 1,61

.
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7

Defining Words

8

Crossword

9

Thought Balloons

10

Role Playing

11

Writing a Poem

12

Analyzing the Title

13

Listening (III)

14

Listening (II)

15

Listening (I)

15
15
15
14
14
18
15
20
20

%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%
f
%

1
6,67
1
6,67
1
7,14
2
14,29
1
5,56
3
15,00
4
20,00

6,67
1
6,67
1
6,67
1
6,67
2
14,29
1
7,14
1
5,56
2
13,33
2
10,00
3
15,00

20,00
1
6,67
1
6,67
1
6,67
2
14,29
2
14,29
4
22,22
2
13,33
5
25,00
5
25,00

6,67
1
6,67
2
13,33
4
26,67
4
22,22
4
26,67
2
10,00
3
15,00

13,33
4
26,67
3
20,00
5
33,33
1
7,14
2
14,29
3
16,67
4
26,67
3
15,00
-

33,33
3
20,00
3
20,00
1
6,67
6
42,86
4
28,57
1
6,67
1
5,00

20,00
4
26,67
4
26,67
3
20,00
2
14,29
3
21,43
5
27,78
2
13,33
5
25,00
4
20,00
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5,07 1,80
5,00 1,82
4,87 1,40
4,71 1,97
4,64 2,12
4,50 1,83
4,40 1,49
4,00 2,09
3,55 2,10

As shown in Table 3, the average values of the answers given by the students to the questionnaire
are listed from top to bottom according to the highest and lowest average. Accordingly, it is seen that
students show the highest participation willingness among the applied activities in “Making fairy tale
characters speak (M: 5,67), “Poetry Collage” (M: 5,55), “Matching Concepts” (M: 5,41), “Puzzle” (M:
5,11) and “Finding the Title” (M: 5,07) activities where the visuals and materials are used effectively.
It is understood that the lowest participation willingness among the 15 activities implemented by the
students is shown in “Listening (III)” (M: 4,40), (II) (M: 4,00) and (I) (M: 3,55) activities of the German
fairy tale text.
As a result, it is understood that the students showed the highest participation request among the 15
applied activities in the activity of “Making fairy-tale characters speak” with an average of M: 5.67.

3.2. Students' Views Regarding Their Willingness to Perform Student-Centered Activities
The themes reached when the opinions about the students' willingness to perform student-centered
activities implemented within the first phase of the three-stage teaching model are analyzed are given in
Table 4.
Table 4. Themes Reflecting the Opinions on the Activities of the Before Reading the Text-Stage
Main themes

1. Puzzle

2. Matching Concepts

Sub-Themes

Opinion

Freq.
(f)

It is a fun activity

Positive

13

Images are engaging

Positive

5

It facilitates the teaching of vocabulary

Positive

2

It requires motor skills

Positive

1

It facilitates the teaching of vocabulary

Positive

9
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3. Analyzing the title

It is a fun activity

Positive

8

Images are engaging

Positive

5

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

2

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

6

It supports understanding the content of the
course

Positive

5

It provides exchange of ideas

Positive

4

It improves speaking skills

Positive

4

It is not engaging

Negative

3

When Table 4 is analyzed, four positive sub-themes can be reached for students' willingness to realize
the puzzle activity implemented within the first phase. The highest number of frequency among these
sub-themes belongs to the theme that the students find puzzle activity enjoyable and express positive
opinions about their willingness for participation. Student’s sentences which were originally in Turkish
were translated into English. An example statement showing that students' willingness for participation
are positive due to the fact that the activity in question is fun is given below:
I think it is an entertaining activity that increases participation. Interactive courses motivate me
more. (Student 18)
Among the positive opinions about the willingness to realize the puzzle activity, it is also understood
that the students find the fairy tale visuals used in this activity interesting and useful in learning new
German words:
First of all, I would like to state that the pictures are engaging and the harmony of the pictures is
impressive. This will help the student be serious during an exercise. (Student 1)
Thanks to the puzzle and the visuals, everyone had fun and learned the words easily. (Student 7)
A student expresses a positive opinion since the puzzle activity is carried out with motor skills:
I like to spend time doing handicrafts. (Student 8)
When the opinions about the activity of matching the applied concepts after the completion of the
puzzle activity were analyzed, three positive and one negative sub-themes were reached. It is seen that
this activity, which aims to teach keywords of the text through visuals related to the subject of the text
to be taught, is described as an entertaining and engaging activity that facilitates learning new words by
students:
The activity of sticking the concepts to the appropriate places was the part I liked the most. It is
because we are learning new words and seeing them in pictures and we can easily put them into our
minds. (Student 1)
4)

I was focused while doing it because it attracted my attention more than the other activities. (Student

Some students state that they do not have sufficient knowledge of German in order to complete the
concept-matching activity and therefore they have difficulty in doing this activity. It is understood that
the students expressed negative opinions about their willingness to do the activity as they had difficulty
in completing the activity:
It is because I didn't know all the words and I had some difficulty. (Student 16)
It was a bit difficult to focus on words. It was hard for me. (Student 9)

.
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Three positive and two negative sub-themes were reached when examining the opinions about the
title analyzing activity applied lastly within the scope of the teaching stage before reading the text. The
highest number of frequency for the activity, which aims to get the students to make predictions about
the fairy tale by speaking German over the title hanging on the board, belongs to a negative sub-theme.
It is understood that this activity is hard for the students in terms of language and their willingness for
participation is negatively affected:
As our knowledge of German is weak, we did not attend the classes that much. (Student 17)
On the other hand, it is understood that some students have a positive opinion about their willingness
to perform the title analyzing activity, and thanks to this activity, they can understand the text taught in
the course, they find exchanging ideas beneficial within the scope of the activity, and they think it is
positive for the development of speaking skill on the topic:
I think that making predictions about the fairy tale and then checking whether these predictions are
correct according to the text help us better understand the text. (Student 18)
It generates new and different ideas and allows us to exchange ideas in a chat mood. (Student 19)
In the second stage, nine student-centered activities were implemented in order to carry out a playful
and enjoyable environment within the scope of examinations to understand the text. The themes that
reflect the views of these nine student-centered activities on students' willingness to participate in the
course are given in Table 5.
Table 5. Themes Reflecting the Views on the Activities of the Text Reading Stage
Main themes

4. Listening (I)

5. Listening (II)

6. Listening (III)

7. Matching parts
of text with images

Sub-themes

Opinion

Freq.
(f)

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

18

It helps learning German

Positive

3

It uses the previously learned words

Positive

2

It is understandable by guessing

Positive

1

It is better understood after listening to the
voice recording for the second time

Positive

10

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

6

It helps learning German

Positive

3

It is better understood after listening to the
voice recording for the third time

Positive

6

The
visual
materials
used
support
understanding the text that is listened to.

Positive

6

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

2

It improves word pronunciation

Positive

1

It is not engaging

Negative

1

The
visual
materials
used
support
understanding the text that is listened to

Positive

6

It is engaging

Positive

5
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8. Defining words

9. Finding a Title

10. Making fairy
tale characters
speak

It teaches new words by guessing

Positive

4

Prior knowledge is sufficient to complete the
activity

Positive

1

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

1

It supports vocabulary teaching

Positive

11

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

2

It is a fun activity

Positive

1

It makes the text to be read easier to understand

Positive

1

It includes a puzzle

Positive

1

It encourages creativity

Positive

10

It is useful for teaching words and sentences

Positive

5

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

3

It is a fun activity

Positive

8

It supports the understanding of the text taught

Positive

6

It encourages creativity

Positive

4

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

3

It is carried out as a pair work

Positive

2

Positive

5

It is a fun activity

Positive

5

It helps learning German

Positive

3

Positive

2

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

1

It is a fun activity

Positive

8

It supports vocabulary teaching

Positive

6

It is engaging

Positive

3

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

2

It is not used frequently in courses

Positive

1

The
visual
understanding
11. Thought
Balloons

12. Crossword

materials

Written expressions
understandable

used

are

support

simple

and

When the opinions about the willingness to perform the first listening activity applied within the
second stage of the teaching application were examined, one negative and three positive sub-themes
were reached. According to this, the majority of the students stated that they had a hard time
understanding the recording of the fairy tale text that is to be read, and that their willingness for
participation was negatively affected:
With the restlessness and anxiety of not understanding the first time I listened to the recording, I
couldn't do anything and in the end, I didn't understand the recording. (Student 2)
When I first listened, I had a hard time understanding most of the words and not participating in
such an activity before. So I didn't want to join. (Student 11)
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Although there are primarily negative opinions about the first listening activity of the voice
recording, some of the students also appear to have reported positive opinions about the activity in
question. According to this, some students state that they find this activity generally useful and thanks
to this activity they can better understand the meaning of the words they have learned before. In addition,
it is seen that a student expresses a positive opinion since this activity can be resolved by making
predictions. Below are some exemplary statements containing positive views on the first listening
activity:
It was useful to learn by hearing the words I saw. (Student 19)
Listening increased my interest in the course. It was useful even if I had trouble understanding.
(Student 7)
I think that listening to the beginning of a text and analyzing it helps us to understand the text better.
(Student 18)
When the opinions on the effectiveness of playing the recording for the second time are analyzed,
two positive and one negative sub-themes are seen. First of all, it is seen that students understand the
second listening activity better than the first listening activity and therefore they stated that their
willingness to participate in the course increased:
When I listened a second time, I was able to perceive the words better. This increased my willingness
to participate. (Student 8)
In the second listening activity, as in the first listening activity, it is seen that some students have
difficulty in understanding the recording and give negative opinions about their willingness to
participate in the course:
I had difficulty in being interested in the course because I could not fully understand the text. So I
lost interest in the activity. (Student 1)
Apart from this, it is observed that a few students think that the second listening activity is beneficial
and express positive opinions:
It helped me not only listen but also learn while listening. (Student 13)
When the views on the third listening activity are examined, three positive and two negative subthemes are seen. It is understood that during the third listening activity, students do not have much
difficulty compared to the first and second listening activities and they understand the listening text
better through the visual materials used in the activity. Sample expressions reflecting the students' views
on these positive themes are presented below:
I understood because we listened for the third time and I felt that I was not having difficulty doing it.
(Student 2)
I listened to the fairy tale for the third time, and as the pictures helped me follow the fairy tale, my
participation willingness increased because I did the activity easily. (Student 14)
When the negative student views on the third listening activity of the recording are analyzed, it is
understood that some students have difficulty in doing the activity and do not find it engaging and thus
their willingness for participation is also negative:
I had trouble understanding the course of the tale because I didn't know the words. (Student 5)
It did not attract my attention in terms of participation. (Student 9)
Apart from this, it is seen that some students think that the activity in question improves word
pronunciation and they have a positive opinion about doing the activity:
Because listening helped me to pronounce words as it makes the words recognizable. (Student 8)
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After completing the listening activities, four positive and one negative sub-themes were reached
when the views on the activity of matching the parts of the text with the pictures were examined. In this
context, it is stated that the visual materials used primarily in the scope of this activity support the
learning and therefore they have a positive effect on their willingness to do the activity:
When I see them visually, the words are easier to remember. (Student 1)
Linking German words with pictures made it easier for me to learn the word meanings.
(Student 8)
It is also understood that the students find this activity enjoyable and the fact that it is carried out by
using their prediction and prior knowledge positively affects their desire to perform the activity.
Expressions about these positive sub-themes of the students are given below:
It was quite enjoyable to do activities with pictures. It is easier to remember with pictures. (Student
15)
It allowed me to better understand the texts I read because it helps me learn by guessing a sentence
I don't understand or a word I don't know the meaning of. (Student 11)
Thanks to this activity, we learned how much we understand what we read. Even knowing a few
words helped match parts of text with pictures. (Student 7)
It seems that a student found it difficult to match the text parts with the pictures, and therefore the
willingness for participation was negatively affected:
I was less willing to participate because this activity was a little difficult for me. (Student 13)
When the students' opinions about word definition activity were examined, four positive and one
negative sub-themes were identified. Accordingly, the students state that they found the activity in
question useful in terms of vocabulary teaching and therefore they wanted to perform the activity:
Instead of being given the meaning of a word in Turkish, trying to find out the definition of that word
allows me to learn the meaning of that word better. (Student 11)
When other positive opinions are examined, it is seen that the students find this activity enjoyable
and the fact that it is carried out in the form of puzzles makes it easier to understand the text to be read,
and that is why their participation willingness increased:
As I learned the meaning of the words, I wanted to participate because I understood the texts.
(Student 1)
It was fun and useful to translate the explanations of new words with learned meanings from German
into Turkish. (Student 7)
It was nice to learn new words. This activity was a bit like a puzzle, so I liked it. (Student 13)
The only negative sub-theme for this activity is that the activity in question is challenging some
students in terms of language:
I couldn't understand the words and the explanations. This made it very difficult. (Student 5)
Two positive and one negative sub-themes were reached when the views on the title finding activity
were examined. The students state that they worked creatively while performing this activity and found
the activity useful for the teaching of words and sentences. Some statements containing the positive
opinions expressed in this context are given below:
While I find a title describing the pictures, I can make fun and creative things. I tried to make a fun
and compatible title. (Student 14)
It was an activity that taught us how to form a sentence. (Student 4)
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The activity reinforced the words we learned the meaning of. (Student 3)
Apart from that, it is seen that the activity of finding a title challenged some students in terms of
language and lead to negative opinions about their willingness for participation:
It was a little difficult to find a title because I know almost no words in German. But we completed
the activity with the help of teachers. (Student 1)
When the opinions about the effectiveness of the activity of making fairy tale characters speak after
the title finding activity were examined, four positive and one negative sub-themes were found. When
the positive sub-themes are examined, it is understood that the students consider the title finding activity
as a fun activity and they think that they better understand the text taught in the course thanks to this
activity. In addition, expressions about the creativity and working as groups of pairs are among the
positive opinions of the students. Some expressions used by students in this context are given below:
My desire to participate was more in this event since reading and matching the characters' thoughts
was very instructive and fun in terms of completing the story. (Student 14)
The dialogues we wrote using our imagination enabled us to compare with different sentences
compared to the classical memorization method. (Student 6)
I had so much fun doing it with my friend. (Student 5)
However, several students explain that their knowledge of German is insufficient in writing dialogue
for fairy-tale characters, and that is why their willingness to perform the activity is negatively affected:
Since my grammar knowledge in German was not sufficient, I did not participate in the activity much.
(Student 14)
When the opinions about the willingness to do the thought balloons activity were examined, four
positive and one negative sub-themes were reached. First of all, students state that the visual materials
used in the activity of thought balloons were qualified to support learning German in general. Apart
from this positive view, the students state that they find this activity enjoyable and that the expressions
used in the balloons were easily understood by them, which positively affects their willingness to
participate in the event. In this context, some expressions about the positive opinions of the students
about doing the activity are given below:
Visuality made sentences easier to remember. (Student 6)
I think it's useful to understand what's written and find out who says it because it makes me pay
attention to pronouns and personal affixes. In this way, it allows me to learn what to use where and for
whom. (Student 11)
I made it easily because the sentences in thought balloons are similar to our sentences. (Student 2)
The only negative sub-theme reached in the examination of the opinions on the thought balloons
activity is that the activity in question was hard for a student in terms of language:
This activity was difficult for me and I did not want to participate. (Student 13)
Within the scope of the second stage of the three-stage teaching model, when the opinions about the
crossword puzzle activity were examined, four positive and one negative sub-themes were reached.
When the positive opinions about performing the puzzle activity are examined, it is seen that the students
find this activity enjoyable, interesting and useful in developing the German vocabulary. It is also
understood that the puzzle activity is an unusual activity within the scope of high school courses, which
increases the student's willingness to perform the activity. Some expressions about the students'
willingness to do the puzzle activity are given below:
I had fun doing this because I like solving puzzles. I think I learned words better. (Student 13)
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Finding the words with the help of the text and placing them correctly was mind-opening and
entertaining. I participated and I think I was successful. (Student 3)
Solving puzzles helped me to get my attention and focus. (Student 10)
I like it because it's a different activity. (Student 7)
At the same time, some students state that their willingness to perform puzzle activities is negative
due to the insufficient knowledge of German:
8)

I am afraid to participate in the activity because my knowledge of German is not enough. (Student

Within the scope of the third phase of the teaching model applied, three student-centered activities
were implemented in order to enable students to create creative writing styles from the fairy tale text
discussed in the course. The themes reflecting the opinions of these three activities about the
participation in the course are given in Table 6.
Table 6. Themes Reflecting the Opinions on the Activities of After Reading the Text Stage
Main themes

13. Role Playing

14. Writing a Poem

15. Poetry Collage

Sub-themes

Opinion

Freq.
(f)

It is a fun activity

Positive

6

It supports German speaking skills

Positive

4

It encourages creativity

Positive

3

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

2

Our mistakes are ignored

Positive

1

Role cards are used

Positive

1

It is a childlike activity

Negative

1

It is an activity that was tried for the first time

Positive

1

It is compelling due to insufficient German

Negative

8

It is a fun activity

Positive

4

It increases self-confidence

Positive

1

It is a fun activity

Positive

9

It encourages creativity

Positive

7

It facilitates the teaching of vocabulary

Positive

4

Motor skills are required

Positive

2

It is a childlike activity

Negative

2

Six positive and two negative sub-themes were identified as a result of the analysis of the opinions
of the role play activity implemented within the scope of the third phase regarding the students'
participation willingness. When the positive opinions about the desires to realize the activity are
examined, it is seen that the students find the activity in question primarily as entertaining, beneficial
for the development of German speaking skills and encouraging for creative work. Example views on
these themes are presented below:
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This was the most fun event of the day. Because we played improvisationally. Masks, on the other
hand, added a different atmosphere to the activity. (Student 12)
It was fun for us to create a script and play it. I think it improves my speaking skills because we
improvise. Masks made it even more fun. (Student 13)
Apart from this, some students state that the speech mistakes they make within the scope of the role
play activity are not corrected and that the role play is carried out with pre-prepared role cards positively
affects their participation willingness:
It was a fun activity. We played and tried to talk, regardless of how we formed sentences. (Student
10)
The use of role cards was good for class participation. (Student 4)
Another student says that s/he participated in a role play event for the first time and that they were
not very successful as a group, but that her willingness to participate was positively affected:
Role playing was an original idea. I've never done this before. I had a desire to participate, but our
first attempt was not very successful. (Student 2)
When the negative opinions about the willingness to do the activity are analyzed, it is understood
that some students have difficulties in terms of language and wearing masks during the role play activity.
Some statements about these two negative sub-themes are given below as an example:
We don't have the ability to establish a dialogue, so we had a hard time when we were asked to create
a dialogue. (Student 8)
I don't like wearing a mask. I think we passed that age. (Student 1)
When the opinions about the poetry writing activity applied after the role play activity were
examined, two positive and one negative sub-themes were reached. First of all, it is seen that the activity
of poetry writing in these themes challenges students in terms of language and therefore their views on
doing the activity are negative:
I did not enjoy this activity because having hard time in some places reduced my willingness to
participate. (Student 15)
However, some students state that it is difficult to write poetry but they still find this activity
enjoyable and their self-confidence increases when they complete the activity:
Writing the poem in German was difficult, but it helped to translate it into Turkish and translate it
with a dictionary. It was entertaining and instructive. (Student 2)
1)

It was a creative activity and being able to create sentences increased my self-confidence. (Student

Finally, when the student views on the poetry collage activity are examined, four positive and one
negative sub-themes were reached. When the positive opinions about the willingness to make a collage
of poetry are examined, it is seen that the students find the activity in question primarily entertaining,
encouraging for creative work and beneficial in learning German words. Example expressions related
to these sub-themes can be seen below:
That was so fun. While cutting with scissors, I was able to find the words directly from the other texts
because I had memorized the spelling of the words. (Student 3)
I enjoyed it because the collage was a creative activity. (Student 7)
I think it's a good activity. In this way, I can learn German words more quickly and do good work
using our imagination. (Student 8)
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When the negative opinions about the willingness to perform the poetry collage activity are
examined, it is stated that some students find this activity childish and therefore their participation
willingness is negatively affected:
Frankly, I didn't want to participate because this activity was bit childish. (Student 6)

3.3. Students' recommendations for German Courses with Student-centered Activities:
Through the course evaluation forms applied in the study, the students made suggestions for German
course practices carried out in general with student-centered activities. Students' suggestions for studentcentered German courses at high school level are presented in Table 7:
Table 7. Students' recommendations for course practices

Recommendations for course
practices:

Continuation of classes with student-centered
activities

14

Use of Turkish translations

4

Use of more visual materials

4

Courses conducted in a simpler German

3

Competition-style activities

3

Use of simpler voice recordings

1

Informing teachers of other branches about the
benefits of student-centered activities

1

According to the recommendations of the research for the course practices reflected in Table 7, it is
seen that the students find it helpful to integrate the German courses with student-centered activities and
they recommend that German courses be continued with these types of activities. Some of the
recommendations that students state in this context are as follows:
Keep up the good work. It is really useful. The words were engraved in my memory even though I
didn't repeat them at home. (Student 1)
Such fun and encouraging things should continue to be done. (Student 13)
I think my German will improve if it continues like this. (Student 12)
Some expressions are given below, emphasizing the need to include Turkish translations more
frequently in such practices carried out in German courses, and that teachers should use voice recordings
in a simpler and more understandable way:
I recommend speaking Turkish rather than speaking German all the time. (Student 2)
I suggest it to be explained at a lower level because the overall level of the class is not very high.
(Student 3)
The voice recording could have been at a lower level because I didn't understand most words.
(Student 10)
In addition, some students recommend using visual materials in German courses and recommend
increasing the use of such materials:
It should continue to be taught visually because I think it's more effective and permanent. (Student
18)
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Some students also recommend that student-centered activities be carried out in the form of a
competition:
We could do our activities in the form of an awarded competition such as choosing the most beautiful
poem. (Student 12)
A student suggests that other teachers should also be informed about the benefits of such studentcentered course practices.:
Our teachers should be informed about the benefits of this course and they should also benefit from
these methods. (Student 14)

4. Discussion
In this study, the findings obtained from two different data collection tools shed light on the reasons
why the student-centered activities of the student-centered teaching practices in German courses at high
school level are desired by the students. In this context, it is seen that the findings obtained from the
questionnaire and course evaluation forms support each other. Therefore, when the findings obtained
from the quantitative data analysis for the first research question "What is the willingness of the students
to perform student-centered activities applied in German courses?" are examined, it is seen that the
students especially want to participate in the activities where the visual materials are used and the
creative work style is required. Accordingly, “Making fairy tale characters speak”, “Poetry Collage”,
“Matching Concepts”, “Matching parts of text with images” and “Puzzle,” where various fairy tale
visuals are used and which require creative thinking skills, are the activities in which the willingness to
participate is highest. On the other hand, it is observed that the students' willingness to participate has
decreased in activities which are carried out only through texts and voice recordings, such as “Writing
a Poem” or “Listening”.
When the findings obtained from the qualitative data analysis related to the second research question
"What are the views of the students regarding their willingness for participation in student-centered
activities implemented in German courses?" are examined, it is seen that the students primarily give
positive opinions about the majority of the activities implemented. According to the opinions of the
students, most of the activities implemented are fun, interesting and positively affect the German
learning processes. However, it is seen that some students find themselves insufficient in terms of
language and therefore consider the activities as challenging and boring even though these views are
less than the positive ones. As a result, the assumption that student-centered activities contribute to the
increase in the willingness to participate in courses is confirmed.
When the findings related to the opinions of the students about the teaching of German lessons
through student-centered activities are examined, it is understood that the students recommend that
foreign language lessons be continued primarily through student-centered teaching practices and
student-centered activities. Based on the opinions expressed in this context, it has been determined that
students use only positive and advisory expressions for the education method applied. Their opinions
are generally aimed at improving and expanding these student-centered education practices.
5. Conclusion
Making students active in a foreign language course is an absolute necessity of a foreign language
course because it is a known fact that students who are active in the course develop their foreign
language skills much faster than those who stay passive (Ünal, 2005, p. 208). This study, which is
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designed based on the principles of student-centered education method, shows how to increase the
participation willingness of students at high school level in a meaningful and positive way. It is a known
fact that high school students are preparing for the university entrance exam due to their ages and
educational levels, thus they are mostly educated in teacher-centered course settings. In this sense, there
is a need for student-centered foreign language learning environments in which high school students can
become active and learn while having fun so that they do not have a negative attitude towards the foreign
language (Schröder, 2007, p. 212; Portman-Tselikas, 2010, p. 1168). This assumption does not mean
that foreign language education should be simplified more or the expectations of educators should be
lowered. Accordingly, well-structured learning environments according to the principles of studentcentered education approach through student-centered activities will positively affect students' success,
interest and attitude in foreign language lessons (Dockhorn, 2008, p. 51). Therefore, it can be argued
that focusing primarily on student-centered activities and students’ participation in the learning process
is a correct approach in order to ensure that high school students achieve the goals of their current foreign
language education.
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Almanca öğretiminde masallar: Öğrenci merkezli etkinliklerin öğrencilerin
derse katılım isteği açısından incelenmesi

Öz
Bu araştırmanın amacı, ikinci yabancı dil olarak Almanca öğrenen lise öğrencilerinin dört hafta süren bir öğrenci
merkezli öğretim uygulaması kapsamında yürütülen öğrenci merkezli etkinliklere yönelik katılım isteklerini ve
görüşlerini belirlemektir. Araştırmanın örneklemi 2019-2020 öğretim yılının bahar döneminde Ankara-Çankaya
ilçesinde bulunan bir ortaöğretim okulunun 11. sınıf öğrenime devam eden 20 öğrenciden oluşmaktadır. Araştırma
karma araştırma yöntemi ile yürütülmüştür. Veri toplama araçları olarak, öğrenci merkezli etkinliklerin
öğrencilerin aktif ders katılım istekleri üzerindeki etkiyi saptamak amacıyla bir anket ve öğrencilerin uygulanan
etkinliklere yönelik düşüncelerini ve görüşlerini belirlemek amacıyla bir ders değerlendirme formu uygulanmıştır.
Anket ve ders değerlendirme formlarından elde edilen nicel verilerin analizinde betimsel istatistik, nitel verilerinin
çözümlenmesinde ise tümevarımcı içerik analiz kullanılmıştır. Değerlendirme sonucunda öğrenci merkezli
öğretim uygulamaları kapsamında özellikle görsel malzemelerin ve yaratıcı çalışma biçimlerinin kullandığı
öğrenci merkezli etkinliklerin öğrencilerin derse katılım isteğinin artmasında katkı sağladığı saptanmıştır. Ayrıca
öğrencilerin bu tip etkinliklerin yabancı dil öğrenme süreçleri için etkili ve faydalı buldukları görüşünü
paylaştıkları.
Anahtar sözcükler: yabancı dil öğretimi; yabancı dil olarak Almanca; öğrenci merkezli öğretim; öğrenci merkezli
etkinlikler; derse aktif katılım
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